ED Headache (ICD-9 Dx 7840) Visits by Safety Net Category 2013
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This analysis represents hospital-level variation at the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles. Hospitals with fewer than 200 inpatient admissions were omitted.

Source: WWF Hospital ACA Monitoring Project
IP Knee Replacement (ICD-9 Procedure Code 81.54) Admissions by Safety Net Category 2013

This analysis represents hospital-level variation at the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles. Hospitals with fewer than 200 inpatient admissions were omitted.

Source: MAV Hospital ACA Monitoring Project
IP Hypertension (AHRQ PQI#7)
Admissions by Safety Net Category
2013

This analysis represents hospital-level variation at the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles. Hospitals with fewer than 200 inpatient admissions were omitted.

Source: AHRP Hospital ACA Monitoring Project
IP Urinary Tract Infection (AHRQ PQI#12)
Admissions by Safety Net Category
2013

This analysis represents hospital-level variation at the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles. Hospitals with fewer than 200 inpatient admissions were omitted.

Source: HCF Hospital CAQI Monitoring Project
IP Short-Term Diabetes Complications (AHRQ PQI#1) Admissions by Safety Net Category 2013

This analysis represents hospital-level variation at the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles. Hospitals with fewer than 200 inpatient admissions were omitted.

Source: AHRQ Hospital Aca Monitoring Project